Golden Rose products are exported to 93 countries over 5 continents.

www.goldenrose.com.br
METALS
LIQUID GLOW HIGHLIGHTER

The unique liquid highlighter has a lightweight formula that blends easily and instantly strobes and illuminates your face. It has buildable texture to create highlight from sheer to intense shimmer finish. Apply a small amount of product to the areas of the face you wish to highlight and create a strobed effect. Then gently blend in with fingertips. Try cheekbones bridge of nose, chin, cupid’s bow and browbones. Available in 4 shades for all skin tones.

Metallic Liquid Eyeshadow

METALS
METALLIC LIQUID EYESHADOW

Metallic Liquid eyeshadow is a longwearing, liquid-cream, vivid metallic finish eyeshadow. Light reflecting pearls and metallic pigments give a dazzling, shimmery look. It has a lightweight formula that glides on the lids smoothly and imparts high color payoff. Apply a thin layer and spread with fingertips. For better result keep your eyes closed during the drying.

METALS
METALLIC EYE PENCIL

Extremely smooth eye pencil gives your eye that extra metallic look to emphasize your eyes. Glides on smoothly for a beautiful metallic finish.

METALS
METALLIC EYESHADOW

It’s striking metallic foil finish creates brilliant reflective look. Color applies smoothly and evenly. It stays all-day long. Can be applied sheer for a luminous effect or layered for dramatic shine.
METALS

MATTE METALLIC LIPGLOSS

Matte Metallic Lipgloss creates matte and metallic finish on your lips. This weightless, long-wear liquid lipstick offers full coverage color with a matte metallic finish that glides on smoothly and lasts all day.

METALS

MATTE METALLIC LIP CRAYON

Matte Metallic Lip Crayon is a lipstick that bridges the gap between metallic & matte. It has a unique formula that gives your lips pearlescent sheen and matte finish. Its longwearing formula contains highly special metallic pearls and light-reflecting pigments for intense color and matte metallic effect on lips. It is applied easily with useful packing and creamy, smooth formula. Contains shea butter and Vitamin E to hydrate lips.

METALS

METALLIC SHINE LIPGLOSS

Metallic Shine Lipgloss creates metallic and shine finish on your lips. This longwearing, non-drying metallic lipgloss formulated with high-impact metallic pearls to give your lips full coverage color with metallic finish.
GOLDEN ROSE

DIAMOND Breeze

SHIMMERING LIPSTICK
This lipstick feels and looks amazing on your lips; it has hyper shimmering finish with its easy to apply and long lasting texture.

SHIMMERING LIP TOPPER
A gorgeous high shine lip topper glides flawlessly to make your lips shine like diamonds. Wear alone or on your favorite lip color.

GLITTER TOP COAT MASCARA
24K GOLD
A gold mascara top coat has extra shiny glitters and pearls lights up the eyelashes with gold dazzling reflections.
SHIMMERING HIGHLIGHTER
This shimmering highlighter has gold and bronze dazzling shades. Apply to the areas of the face you want to highlight and create a strobed effect.

SHIMMERING LIQUID EYESHADOW
A shimmering liquid eyeshadow with extra shine and dazzling pigments to create glamorous metallic and shimmering look. It has lightweight formula that glides smoothly without creasing and stays hours.

SHIMMERING BAKED EYESHADOW
This is an ultra-shine eyeshadow has baked technology. Shimmering and lustrous pearls provides smooth and shimmer finish with dazzling shades.

SHIMMERING NAIL COLOR
This is a unique and special nail color. Dazzling like a diamond and bright like a star. Creates attractive and glamorous nails.

SHIMMERING EYE PENCIL
Creamy and shimmering eye pencil glides easily for a long wearing sparkle eye look, to make your eyes glamorous.

SHIMMERING BODY GLOW
Adds gold or bronze shimmering look wherever you want to shine on your body and decorate. Its creamy and light texture can be applied easily and dries quickly.
Golden Rose introducing the HD Collection...

HD FOUNDATION
This HD Foundation creates a "soft focus" effect on the skin with special pigments in its formula which diffuse light that hits your skin, giving a smooth finish and blur the appearance of imperfections and fine lines. Its formula is enriched with antioxidant Vitamin E. Creamy, moisture rich and oil-free formula provides medium coverage to provide an even skin tone. Thanks to its moisture complex which keeps the skin hydrated. It protects the skin from harmful sunrays with SPF 15.

HD CONCEALER
This HD Concealer creates a "soft focus" effect under the eye with special pigments in its formula which diffuse light to brighten skin, soften and blur the look of fine lines and imperfections, and gives a smooth finish to the skin. Easy to apply with its unique cushion tip which provides smooth, flawless appearance all day long. It protects the skin from harmful sunrays with SPF 15.

HD POWDER
This HD Powder creates a "soft focus" effect on the skin with special pigments in its formula which diffuse light that hits your skin and soften and blur the appearance of imperfections and fine lines, and gives a brighten and smooth finish to the skin. Lightweight formula slides smoothly and evenly to help make-up stay fresh all day long and creates flawless finish. It protects skin from harmful sunrays with SPF 15. Wear it alone or use it over foundation.
LIQUID GLOW ILLUMINATOR

Liquid Illuminator gives perfect glow to your complexion. It is infused with a multifunctional moisturising agent to help provide moisturization and protecting on skin. Its sheer texture gives glossy reflections for a youthful, natural radiance look and lustrous finish to your complexion.

make-up PRIMERS

1. Make-up Primer MATTIFYING & PORE MINIMISING

A silky, soft primer base formula minimises the look of visible pores and softens the appearance of fine lines temporarily after use. Leaves skin silky, smooth matte finish for flawless longwear make-up application. For oily and normal/combo skin. Can be used alone or under make-up.

2. Make-up Primer TINTED LUMINOUS

A silky and slightly pearlesce tinted primer that gives skin a natural tinted glow without greasy looking. Designed to veil the look of fine lines and pores during use while imparting a beautiful luminous glow to skin with its lightweight formula and sheer tint of color. Skin appears tinted, brighter and fresher. Use under the foundation or mix with your foundation to have luminous finish. You can use as a highlighter after foundation application.

3. Make-up Primer LUMINOUS FINISH

A silky and slightly pearlesce primer that gives skin a natural glow without greasy looking. Skin appears brighter, fresher and smoother. Use under the foundation or mix with your foundation to have luminous finish.

CC CREAM

Color Correcting Primer

- Smooths, evens and brightens skin tone, hides dullness and dark spots.
- Contains skin-friendly pure moisturizer complex and Vitamin E.
- With SPF 30 to protect your skin against the harmful sunrays.

Green
Green correcting shade neutralises redness tone for a flawless make-up.

Yellow
Yellow correcting shade neutralises purple/blue tones, corrects mild redness tone for a flawless make-up.

Violet
Violet correcting shade neutralises dull yellow undertones on light to medium skin tones for a flawless make-up.

Orange
Orange correcting shade neutralises the look of dark circles & brown spots on medium to deep skin tones for a flawless make-up.

BB CREAM

Beauty Balm

Gives skin a healthy glow with its light, easy-to-apply texture. Smooths and evens with skin tone. Provides hydration to the skin during the day. Conceals the appearance of skin imperfections. With SPF 25 (UVA/UVB) to protect your skin against the harmful sunrays. Contains antioxidant Vitamin E and Oil free.

BB Cream Beauty Balm
LONGSTAY Matte Foundation
Matte Foundation provides great coverage and matte finish on the skin with its long-lasting and oil-free formula. Skin stays perfectly smooth, flawless and matte all day long. Protects your skin against harmful sunrays with SPF 15.

TOTAL COVER 2in1 Foundation & Concealer
Total Cover 2in1 Foundation and Concealer evens out the skin tone when is applied as an all-over foundation and also works as a full coverage concealer in a single step. It is oil-free, lightweight formula provides a buildable full coverage for a soft and flawless look that lasts all day long. Contains Vitamin E and SPF 15 protects the skin against harmful sunrays.

SATIN SMOOTHING Fluid Foundation
It is a long-lasting foundation, good coverage which ensures smooth finish and perfect looking all day long. Contains Vitamin E known to be nourishing and anti-oxidizing. Protects your skin against harmful sunrays with SPF 15.
LIQUID POWDERY MINERAL FOUNDATION

Advanced technology delivers all the benefits of minerals and natural oils in liquid mineral foundation. It gives soft and weightless feelings and provides an excellent coverage giving a luminous natural effect for a youthful finish.

It contains mineral active ingredients: Mica, Silica, Kaolin, Zinc, Copper, Manganese and Magnesium. They create a barrier between the skin and environment while letting the skin breath.

The formula enriched with Vitamins, Natural Oils and UV protection SPF15. Antioxidant Vitamins A and E protect the skin from environmental factors.

STICK FOUNDATION

Stick Foundation gives your face excellent result. Creates natural appearance, good coverage, smooth and velvety skin.

MOUSSE FOUNDATION

It is an ultra light texture air-whipped mousse foundation. Instantly turns into powder when touches skin, gives a perfect blended sensation; it provides airsoft, matte and smooth finish with a weightless feel. Special micro pigments create perfect coverage and silky smooth appearance on the skin.

MOISTURISING CREAM FOUNDATION

Moisturising cream foundation gives a natural color and silky appearance to the skin with its soft and light texture. Creates an ideal make-up for long hours as moisturises the skin with moisturising agents and Vitamin A&E in the formula.
CONTOUR POWDER KIT

An exclusive contour palette featuring with three shades for defining, bronzing and highlighting your complexion. Contour Powder Kit is designed to shape and define facial features to create a look of authentic dimensionality.

STEP 1: CONTOUR
Under cheekbones, lateral nose.

STEP 2: BROW/GREEN
Above contour on cheekbones.

LOAD HIGHLIGHT
Control features, bridge of nose, centre of chin.

CORRECT & CONCEAL

CAMOUFLAGE CREAM PALETTE

Camouflage Cream formula provides full coverage with an easy to blend, light weight and creamy texture. This cream palette is complete set with camouflage colors to neutralise the tones of blemishes looks and other imperfections. For use under foundation.

SKIN TONE: Neutralises general imperfections.

SALMON PINK: Neutralises yellow undertone and correct dull tones.

YELLOW: Neutralises purple undertones and covers dark circles and spots.

GREEN: Neutralises redness and covers look of blemishes.

PURPLE: Neutralises yellow undertones.

ORANGE: Neutralises blueish undertones and dark spots.

CONCEALER CREAM PALETTE

Multi Use cream palette is ideal for correcting discolouration, concealing dark under-eye circles and spot imperfections or light shades for highlighting and dark shades for contouring your face. Setting Powder SPF 20 sets concealer and corrector for longwear makeup.

Concealer Cream Palette

01 Light to Medium

02 Medium to Dark
PRESSED POWDER

Pressed Powder, gives good coverage without dry feeling and creates flawless, smooth and velvety look on your skin with easy application. Contains UV protection SPF 15 and antioxidant Vitamin E and A to protect the skin.

LONG WEAR FINISHING POWDER
Translucent Finishing Loose Powder

A velvety smooth powder that creates a flawless complexion on all skin types and skin tones. Set and mattify your foundation with this translucent formula that glides on extra-smooth.

LONGSTAY MATTE FACE POWDER

Matte Face Powder provides an excellent coverage and creates flawless, smooth, matte and silky-appearence on your skin for 16 hours. Unique formulation gives your skin natural and matte look. SPF 15 in the formula protects the skin against the harmful sunrays.
MINERAL BRONZE POWDER

Creates a natural sun kissed glow which enhances or creates the look of bronze and tanned skin. Its soft and silky texture has a good color pay-off and suitable to all skin types and skin tones. It has amazing 3 different bronze shades which gives your skin a natural, healthy bronzing and illuminating effect.

MINERAL TERRACOTTA POWDER

Mineral Terracotta Powder provides an excellent coverage giving a natural velvety and smooth finish to your skin. Unique formulation of the powder includes several minerals in the texture as; zinc oxide, mica, silica, kaolin and magnesium. Make your skin look radiant, youthful and flawless.

BRONZING TERRA POWDER

Bronzing Terra Powder gives a great bronze tan on your skin while protecting your skin against the harmful sunrays with the SPF 15 formula. Its soft and silky texture gives a bright and healthy bronze appearance on your skin.

SILKY TOUCH COMPACT POWDER

Silky Touch Compact Powder creates bright and natural aspect on your face with its soft and silky texture.
**TERRACOTTA STARDUST**

Creates pearly, bright and luminous effect on your face and cheeks thanks to its silky and soft baked texture. You can apply easily with a brush for a perfect, bright and long lasting finish.

![TERRACOTTA STARDUST](image)

**TERRACOTTA BLUSH-ON**

This baked blusher has an extremely satiny and soft texture which gives your cheeks shine and bright effect for long hours. Produced with an innovative formulation and technology.

![TERRACOTTA BLUSH-ON](image)

**BALL BLUSHER**

These colorful magical balls are created for the light velvety and luminous effects on your cheeks. Can be applied with a brush easily and gives your cheeks a shiny, natural aspect thanks to its soft and silky texture.

![BALL BLUSHER](image)

**POWDER BLUSH**

This is a unique powder blush, gives your cheeks luminous and colorful effect and brings a healthy glow to the face. Its silky, smooth and long lasting texture ensures easy application of seamless color. It has wide range of colors from natural to blusher for all skin tones and make-up.
**Stick Concealer**

Stick Concealer covers the flaws on the skin and lightens up the area around the eyes, with soft and smooth texture.

**Concealer & Corrector Crayon**

Concealer & Corrector is developed for all your touch up needs. Glides on with smooth and light feel. Everything you need to cover, conceal and correct your imperfections. Great for under eye and spot touch ups.

**Liquid Concealer**

Liquid concealer lightens up the area around the eyes and emphasizes them. Glides on smoothly with its light, texture and easy application with tinted packing.

**Strobing Highlighter Palette**

This palette is designed to hit your face for a strobing look with its shimmering and sparkle universal shades. Creates a sparkling illuminated finish with its silky soft and shimmering effect formula on the face and decolleté. It can be applied alone or over the make-up for a perfect glowing complexion. Use wet or dry to achieve your desired radiance.

**Color Corrector Crayon**

Color Corrector shades help to target problem areas of face.

Green: Neutralises Redness Look

Purple: Neutralises Dull Yellowness Look

Yellow: Neutralises Purple Undertones

Peach: Neutralises Dark Circles and Spots

Its silky and lightweight texture glides on and blends easily for a natural, buildable coverage that helps to even out skin tone.

**Contour Crayon**

Contour Crayon perfect for defining and refining facial features. Contour any face shape to create more defined appearance, this round softens a square jawline, narrows a wider nose and defines cheekbones.

**Highlighter Stick**

Formulated with special light reflections to illuminate the face and decolleté. Can be applied easily over bare skin or existing make-up to spotlight the top cheekbones, eyebrow arch, inner corner of the eyes and other areas to instantly define and highlight.

**Creamy Blush Stick**

Smooth and creamy texture blends softly and seamlessly onto the skin for a velvet finish that can be intensified to match your desired coverage. Wear alone or over foundation. Touch onto apples of cheeks then softly blend with your fingertips.
CITY STYLE
FACE & EYE PALETTE

City Style Face & Eye Palette featuring 1 blush, 1 bronzer and 1
highlighter and 9 eyeshadows with matte, pearl and shimmer
finishes. Two palettes Warm Nude and Smokey have compatible
shade options for a perfectly eye and face makeup. Longwearing
and powerfully pigmented formula glides on easily that suitable
for all skin tones. For a charming makeup everything you need is
in these palettes.
PROFESSIONAL PALETTE EYESHADOW

A collection of eyeshadows in a variety of matte, satin and pearly sophisticated colours. Its soft and smooth texture creates perfect eye makeup for long hours.

TERRACOTTA EYESHADOW

Baked texture eyeshadow has soft and satin formula which gives bright and light effect on your eyes. Provides good pay-off and long wear makeup.
SOFT COLOR
MONO EYESHADOW
MATTE • PEARL • SHIMMER
An innovative soft and smooth texture that delivers matte, pearlescent and shimmer finish with highly pigmented, longwear formulation. It doesn’t crease and lasts for a long time with wide selection of shade choices with three distinctly finishes.

SHIMMER MONO EYESHADOW

PEARL MONO EYESHADOW

Matte Mono Eyeshadow

01 02 03 04 05
06 07 08 09 10
11 12 13 14 15
16 17

EYESHADOW PRIMER
A sheer and lightweight primer increases the eyeshadow’s durability and makes colour appear more vibrant and lasts eyeshadow crease-free wear. It glides on smoothly, dries invisibly and leaves eyeshadow fresh looking for hours.

LONGSTAY EYESHADOW STICK
A new long-wearing creamy stick eyeshadow which has excellent coverage with soft and velvety texture. It glides easily onto your eyelids without creasing or fading thanks to its waterproof formula.

CREAMY VELVET

POWDERY VELVET

01 03 11 12 14

WET & DRY EYESHADOW
Excellent baked texture eyeshadow, gives to your eyelids perfect appearance with its long lasting formula. Can be use wet or dry.
So CUTE.
TRAVEL SIZE
CONCEALER
MASCARA & EYELINER

1. Liquid Concealer
A concealer covers the stains, lightens up the area around the eyes and emphasizes them with 4 color alternatives. (2.5ml)

2. Full Body Volume Length & Curl Mascara
A mascara with a perfect volume texture creates great volumed lengthened and curled lashes. Its flexible plastic brush gives full volume and lift up the lashes perfectly. Creates all day long perfectly curved, volumed and long lashes for a deep look. (2.5ml)

3. Intense Volume Definition & Lift Up Mascara
Thanks to its improved new formula adds intense volume, length and maximum definition to the lashes. Its perfect fiber brush lifts up and separates each lash and coats them for an extreme thickness without clumping. Creates defined, volumed, long lashes for an impressive look. (2.5ml)

4. High Definition Volume & Intense Black Mascara
Exclusive texture and unique fiber brush gives your lashes extreme volume from root to tip and creates volumed, longer and defined lashes. Intense black color creates deep and dramatic look. (2.5ml)

5. Matte & Deep Black Eyeliner
Its high pigmented black formula that contains jojoba butter creates deep matte black finish for a impressive look all day long. (2.5ml)
Essential Mascara Line
Attractive look all day long...

**ESSENTIAL**
**HIGH DEFINITION LIFT UP & GREAT VOLUME Mascara**
Innovative formula, slim and flexible rubber brush defines, volumizes and lifts up lashes, while coating each lash one by one without clumping. Creates defined and volumized lashes for a gorgeous look.

**ESSENTIAL**
**GREAT CURL & VOLUME Mascara**
Gives great curl effect, volume and definition to straight lashes with its specially curved brush and innovative formula. Creates perfectly curled, lifted up and thick lashes for an attractive look all day long.

**ESSENTIAL**
**WATERPROOF VOLUME Mascara**
Advanced waterproof formula gives spectacular volume effect and definition. It has perfect flexible brush which glides over the lashes to coat them one by one. You can wear it while doing sports and swimming. Easily remove with two phase eye makeup remover.

**ESSENTIAL**
**BLUE VOLUME Mascara**
Provides perfect blue colored and voluminous lashes. Easily coat lashes without clumping with its blue, creamy texture and rubber brush. Creates charming eyes with super volumized blue lashes all day long.

**ESSENTIAL**
**FULL VOLUME & LENGTH INTENSE BLACK Mascara**
Gives full volume, length and intense black color to lashes. It has unique rubber brush and advanced creamy texture that makes the application easy. Creates ultra volumized, long and intense black lashes.

**PANORAMIC LASHES**
All in One Mascara
VOLUME + LENGTH + LIFT + DEFINITION
This all in one mascara has buildable texture to add volume, length, lift up and definition to the lashes in few coats. The hourglass-shaped brush gives a great volume impact and easily coats lashes without clumping. Creates instantly full volumed and defined lashes all day long!

**DRAMATIC LASHES**
Night Black Mascara
INSTANT FULL VOLUME & EXTREME LENGTH
This is a new mascara that delivers instantly full volume, length and precise separation to the lashes, its ultra black texture and new rubber brush makes the lashes perfectly defined, full volumed, lengthened and lifted up for dramatic look. It contains special complex, a lash-care active that provides protection and nourishment for the lashes. Creates fuller looking lashes all day long!
1. **INSTANT FULL VOLUME**
   **CAT WALK Mascara**
   Specially designed elastic unique brush provides perfect full volume and defined lashes with excellent deep black finish.

2. **MEGA VOLUME & LENGTH**
   **CITY STYLE Mascara**
   An innovative formula that gives mega volume and length to the lashes. Its two sided flexible brush, Mines separates and creates mega volumed and ultra black lashes.

3. **DEFINED LASHES**
   **MAXIM EYES Mascara**
   The exclusive formula creates great defined and volumed lashes. Its specially designed flexible brush gives greatly volume and lifts each lash perfectly.

4. **VOLUME & DEFINE**
   **MIRACLE LASH ULTRA BLACK Mascara**
   Thanks to its improved new formula and flexible brush, it coats your lashes from root to tip without clumping. Provides volumized, lengthened and deep black lashes all day long.
SMOKEY LASHES Mascara
Defining Volume • Intensely Black
A mascara that adds volume and fullness to the lashes thanks to perfect combination of innovative smudge proof, quickly dry formula and unique soft fiber brush. Defines lashes with intense black color and creates dramatic look for perfect smoky eye make-up.

Defined and intense black lashes!

FALSE LASHES Mascara
Full Body Volume & Length
Instant Lift-up
A mascara creates full volumed, extra lengthened and instant lifted-up lashes by dressing each lash separately with its perfect formula and flexible fiber brush. Repeat to build even greater volume and length, without clumping and smudging. Creates attractive and glamorous look all day long!

No end volume and length!

LASH PLUMPING Mascara
Intense Volume Max. Definition & Lift-up
This is a new mascara for intense volume, maximum definition and length. Large and soft brush with new texture (plumping texture) lifts up and separates each lashes and easily coats them without clumping and flaking. Its longlasting and deep black volume texture provides maximum defined, full volumed and longer lashes for a dramatic look.

LASH PRIMER
Volume + Length Enhancing
A mascara base is supposed to enhance the volume and length of lashes before applying mascara. The formula has active ingredients; Vitamin E, protein derivatives and Provitamin B5 (Panthenol) which has conditioning, nourishing and strengthening properties.

Maximize your lashes!
INFINITY LASH VOLUME & LENGTH Mascara

Infinite Lash Mascara which has fiber brush is designed to achieve infinite volume, length and curl on your lashes. The intense black color completes your eye make-up with deep and impressive look.

ultra black

3D FANTASTIC LASH Mascara

It gives volume, extreme length and curl to lashes by dressing each lash separately thanks to innovative formula and flexible rubber brush.

WONDER LASH 12X VOLUME & LASH LIFT Mascara

Exclusive formula gives to your lashes up to 12x more volume with easily applicable unique fiber brush that thickens lashes from root to tip and creates more volumized, longer and lifted lashes. Intense black color creates deep and dramatic look. Enriched formula with Pro-Vitamin B5 helps to strengthen and nourish the lashes.

magical lashes!
STYLIST
DUO LINER
2 in 1 Eyeliner Pen
Stylist Duo Liner with new two tips make it easy to achieve any liner look! The deep black, smudge-proof and long-wear liquid formula glides on with smooth precision for a semi-matte and flawless look that lasts. It is enriched with Aloe Vera and Vitamins. Both of tips allow perfect flow and high color pay off. The thin (tip shape) and ball designs allow for smooth application and optimum control.

one eyeliner
two styles

PRECISION EYELINER
Precision Eyeliner ensures perfect fluent and smooth application with unique tip and lasts all day long thanks to its water resistant formula.

VINYL LINER
Waterproof Eyeliner Glossy Black
The highly pigmented, waterproof, long-lasting texture of liquid eyeliner provides glossy black finish. Exclusive film formers are used for long-wearing vinyl shine finish. Ultra thin flexible tip glides on smoothly, provides control for a quick and easy application.

SMART LINER
Matte & Intense Black Eyeliner
This felt tip liquid eyeliner glides on easily onto eyelids for smooth, precise and defined lines. Its high pigmented black formula contains jojoba butter; dries quickly, won't smudge and creates intense matte black finish for a dramatic look.
CAT'S EYES Eyeliner

Creates precision contour around the lash line and gives dramatic look to the eyes with its matte and intense black color. Its water-resistant formula won’t smear or smudge and stays long hours.

DIPLINER Black

It has easy applicable tip. Creates deep and mysterious gaze with its deep black color, quick dry texture on the eyelids.

EXTREME SPARKLE Eyeliner

Extremely sparkle and brilliant glitter eyeliner; creates glamorous and fabulous look and makes your eyes glittering like stars.

STYLE LINER Black & Black

Black & Black Eyeliner

Intense black and long wearing eyeliner dries quickly on the eyelids. Creates mysterious eye look.

STYLE LINER Metallic

Gives an impressive look to your eyes with its ultra shiny metallic colors. Provides excellent coverage with its long lasting and quick dry formulation.
BROW COLOR
Tinted Eyebrow Mascara

Tinted Eyebrow Mascara is the combination of cream and gel effortlessly defines, shapes and tints the brows for natural-looking wear with fast drying texture. The special fibers infused formula enhances brows and gives a sleek structured look to the brow without flaking and clumping. Gives your eyes an expressive and dramatic look...

EYEBROW STYLING KIT
Defining, Shaping & Filling Eyebrows

This is all in one eyebrow kit for flawless eyebrows. Contains a tinted wax and duo pigmented powder. Includes a double ended applicator with angled tip and spoolie brush applicator, tweezers. The soft, tinted wax shapes eyebrows perfectly. Ultra fine silky powders creates defined, natural looking eyebrows.

DREAM Eyebrow Pencil
Eyebrow pencil in plastic packing, shapes and precise your eyebrows.

EYEBROW Pencil
Eyebrow pencil in wooden packing, precise your eyebrow with perfect texture and shapes with brush.

EYEBROW POUDA Pencil
Eyebrow Powder Pencil; defines and shapes eyebrows and gives a perfect look with its unique soft and powdery texture. It gives a deeper shade to the brow line for naturally structured effect all day long. Use the brush to blend the color for a natural looking.

LONGSTAY Precise Browliner
Defines and shapes eyebrows and gives a perfect look with its waterproof formula. The brush end creams brows and eliminates excess colour. Extra thin tip and retractable twist mechanism gives extra precise and controlled lining.

EYEBROW POWDER
Eyebrow Powder formulated to refine your eyebrows naturally. Double sided applicator allows you to draw sharp lines for a bold look or blend shades for a softer finish.
EYESHADOW CRAYON Waterproof
Extremely glamorous, luminous colors with unique waterproof formula. Easily applied with creamy, soft and smooth texture.

GLITTER EYESHADOW CRAYON Waterproof
Glitter Eyeshadow Crayon creates perfect sparkling appearance and charming look on the eyes.

MATTE LIPSTICK CRAYON
Matte Lipstick Crayon can be easily applied with velvety matte and soft formula and gives high coverage. Moisturisers and Vitamin E in the formula, nourishes lips and prevents drying.
LIPLINER & EYELINER
High quality lipliner and eyeliner texture in wooden packing with rich color alternatives.

WATERPROOF Eyeliner & Lipliner
Plastic retractable mechanism pencil has waterproof and smooth formula that helps you for an easy and smooth application. No need sharpener.

SMOKY EFFECT EYE PENCIL
Smoky eye pencil easily applied with its soft and smooth texture. You can use the sponge tip to spread and give smoky effect to the eyes.

LIPLBARRIER
Transparent Lip Pencil
Transparent Lip Barrier defines lips while creating a protective barrier so lip products stay put with no blending or feathering. It is applied easily with its smooth and creamy texture is enriched with Vitamin E. Stops Lipstick & Lip Gloss bleeding & feathering *invisible barrier

DREAM LIPS & EYES Pencil
Easily applicable, creamy and soft texture in plastic packing for eyes and lips.

KOHL KAJAL Eye Pencil
It is a deep black eye pencil with soft and smooth texture can be use waterline of eyes or on the lids.

WATERPROOF EYELINER
Ultra Black, Longwear & Soft
Waterproof eyeliner pencil can be applied easily with its improved soft texture it has deep black color.

TRUE KOHL Eyeliner
True Kohl Eyeliner pencil has soft and gliding application in waterline of eyes with its soft texture and intense colors.

MIRACLE PENCIL
Contour Lips • Brighten Eye-Look
Miracle Pencil highlights the lips, adding definition and brightens eyes. It is a flesh-colored pencil with a slight pink undertone, smooth texture and optimum softness to use for lips and eyes. Apply on waterline to illuminate your look.
**LIPSTICK**

Its perfect, creamy texture lipstick provides good coverage while also leaving the lips supple and moisturised. Enriched with Shea Butter, Vitamin E and amino acid complexes to nourish and hydrate the lips.

**SHEA BUTTER & VITAMIN E**

---

**VELVET MATTE Lipstick**

Creates matte velvety finish on the lips with its high pigmented and long wearing formula. Smoothly glides, nourishes and hydrates your lips thanks to moisturising agent and Vitamin E in the formula.

- **SOFT**
- **VELVETY**
- **LONG LASTING**

---

**VELVET MATTE Lipstick (mini)**

Mini Velvet Matte Lipstick has all the benefits of the Velvet Matte Lipstick with its quite small and cute package which is perfect to carry anywhere in your bag. It creates matte velvety finish on the lips with high pigmented and long wearing formula.
PRIME & PREP Lipstick Base
Smoothes and prepares the lips for long-lasting make-up. Enhances the color of lip make-up and increase the hold of lipstick. A non-colored, weightless lip base that adds moisture, smooths and prepare the lips for long-lasting lip make-ups. Enriched with Maxi-Lip™ that promotes collagen synthesis, boost the volume of lips. Contains moisturizers and Vitamin E. Enhances the color of lipstick, retain long term color, prevent feathering and increase the hold of lipstick.

VISION LIPSTICK
Soft and creamy textured lipstick glides on easily and creates intense color on the lips. It contains nourishing and moisturizing agents Shea Butter, Jojoba Oil, and Vitamin E.
VINYL GLOSS
High Shine Lipgloss

An extreme shine lipgloss with soft applicator that easily coats lips with intense shine color, lasting for hours. Its highly pigmented exclusive formula with getting agents gives extreme glossy look and full coverage color to the lips.

LIP MARKER
Ultra Lasting Color

Lip Marker features water-based tint, that glides easily and gives a natural vivid tattoo effect on the lips. Its semi-permanent formula dries in just a few minutes leaving a light film with smooth, natural feel on the lips and lasts up to 12 hours without drying or smudging. Enriched with Aloe Vera and Vitamin E. Can be used with its custom designed tip to contour shaping and easily to fill in the lips. For a glossy look apply lipstick, lipgloss or lipbalm after color is dry.

Natural and Vivid Tattoo Effect on the lips

Soft Kiss
LIP MARKER

Waterbased lip stain with new shape packing, new soft and easy flock tip and new innovated formula gives a natural vivid tattoo effect on the lips. Semi-permanent formula dries in a few minutes and last all day long if this applied before of regular lipsticks or lipglosses, lasting time will be extended.
LONGSTAY Liquid Matte Lipstick

A Perfect Long lasting, full-coverage and non-transfer liquid matte lipstick, lasts for hours on the lips weightless and without feeling of dryness. Enriched with Vitamin E and Avocado Oil to leave your lips soft, supple and without sticky feeling. Easily coats your lips with its creamy, smooth texture and flexible applicator.

LONGSTAY Liquid Matte Lipstick (Mini)

Small Longstay Liquid Matte Lipstick has all the benefits of the Longstay Liquid Matte Lipstick with its quite small and practical package which is perfect to carry anywhere in your make up bag. It is full-coverage and non-transfer liquid matte lipstick, lasts for hours on the lips weightless and without feeling of dryness. Enriched with Vitamin E and Avocado Oil to leave your lips soft, supple and without sticky feeling.

SOFT & MATTE Creamy LipColor

Creates matte, soft finish on the lips with full coverage, long lasting and weightless formula. An innovative, non-drying formula applies smoothly and easily, keeps your lips supple and moisturised ensuring that the color does not fade or crack. Formulated with softening and moisturising Jojoba and Avocado Oil.
SMART LIPS
Moisturising Lipstick
Creamy and Moisturising Lipstick with vibrant color and satiny finish. Enriched with shea butter, Vitamin E and Amino Ceramide Moisturisers to hydrate and nourish the lips. Glides on the lips easily with creamy soft texture and leaves them perfectly colored, smooth and flawless finish. Twist-up stick packing no require sharpening.

LIP & BLUSH
Velvet Touch
LIP & BLUSH is 2in1 creamy formula can be used on lips and cheeks for a soft matte finish. The silky, whipped cream texture creates charming delicate make up for a natural look with its long-lasting buildable coverage.

COLOR SENSATION Lipgloss
Creates ultra gloss perfect finish on your lips during the day with its light feel and non-sticky formula. It is easy to apply with soft flexible applicator and smooth texture; giving a perfectly even finish.

LIP & BLUSH
Lemon
Strawberry
Banana
Orange
ROLL-ON LIPGLOSS
Fruit Aroma
Roll On Lipgloss with Lemon, Orange, Banana and Strawberry extracts leave a delicious taste on the lips, prevent the lips from soreness and moisturise them while creating gloss and attractivity.
CLASSIC LIPBALM
Provides intensive care for your lips and prevents dryness. Effective ingredients Shea Butter, Beeswax, Jojoba oil, and Vitamin E.

PEARL SHIMMER & MOISTURISERS
Soft and smooth lips with pinky shimmering effect. Contains a special moisturising agent, Aloe Vera Extract, Jojoba Oil and Vitamin E.

CHERRY
Gives nice and delicious cherry flavour and reddish shine on the lips. Enriched with Cherry extract, Shea Butter and Vitamin E.

POMEGRANATE
A delicious pomegranate flavour with shiny reddish color on your lips. Effective ingredients Pomegranate extract, Shea Butter and Vitamin E.

STRAWBERRY
A delicious strawberry flavour with shiny reddish color on your lips. Contains Strawberry extract, Shea Butter and Vitamin E.

LIP BUTTER
A new Lip Butter stylish, colorful ball shaped and delightfully flavoured and packed with antioxidant Vitamin E and SPF 15. Enriched with special butters (Cupuassu Butter, Murumuru Butter and Shea Butter) and Vitamin E, easily glide along your lips to give that smooth and moisture intense feel. Available in seven different fruit and food flavours; Raspberry, Strawberry, Peach, Blueberry, Ice Mint, Green Apple and Cookie. Cute shape is easy to use.

Softens and hydrates lips...
ICE CHIC Nail Colour

Ice Chic Nail Lacquer has high gloss, easy application and exclusive colors. It offers great coverage and very good drying time. Its long-wearing formula that won't fade, dull or streak. The flat brush ensures perfect coverage without smudging.

Ice Chic Nail Colour

Glittering Shades

Neon Shades

nail
COLOR EXPERT Nail Lacquer

Color Expert Nail Lacquer ensures an easy application thanks to its extra wide brush and good coverage with shiny and long-lasting finish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Colour Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WOW! Nail Colour

Nail Lacquer in small 6 ml bottle with shiny, long lasting formula and many color alternatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Colour Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOLOGRAPHIC Nail Colour

Specifically formulated for maximum holographic rainbow effect on nails! This feature an improved formula and a really pretty new hologram effect. Apply one or two coats on nails as needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Colour Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOLOGRAPHIC RAINBOW EFFECT

HOLOGRAPHIC NAIL COLOUR

Holographic Nail Colour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Colour Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Color Expert Nail Lacquer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Colour Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ICE COLOR
Nail Lacquer
Ice Color Nail Lacquer delivers rich, glossy, long-wearing color and shine. The flat brush ensures perfect coverage without smudging. 6 ml cute bottles are perfect for travel or handbag with many colour alternatives.

MATTE
Nail Lacquer
Matte nail lacquer give unique matte look to your nails. It dries very quickly. If you want to apply two coats, please wait for the first coat to dry for a few seconds, just long enough to become matte. Due to unique matte formulation nail lacquer is not as long wearing as regular nail lacquers.

CITY COLOR
Nail Lacquer
A new City Color Nail Lacquer line from Golden Rose, reflect colors of the city on your nails with its shiny, long lasting formula and rich color alternatives.
RICH COLOR Nail Lacquer

One-coat nail lacquer, which covers in one coat and creates ultra shiny nails with long lasting formula. It has wide brush which provides one-stroke application, with its good drying time and shine effect formula.

PRODIGY GEL
Gel Colour & Gel Top Coat

Gel effect nail colour creates a gel look effect on the nails and gives perfect shine with plumping finish. It lasts up to 7 days and dries under natural light without UV lamp. Smooth application and easy removal with regular nail lacquer remover.

EXPRESS DRY Nail Lacquer

Specially formulated to create perfect nails in short time with its long lasting and shine formula. Dries in 60 seconds.
4 IN 1 COMPLETE CARE
Multi-Purpose
Advanced formula of double patented ingredients with a blend of vitamins, botanical extracts and strengthening components to deliver 4 benefits in one product.
1- Smoothing Base Coat
2- Anti-brittle and Strengthening Care
3- Hydrating Care
4- Mega Gloss Top Coat
It contains Vitamins A, E, C, F for anti-oxidizing and hydrating nails, active botanical extracts (Aloe Vera, Lemon, Grape, Ginseng Extracts & Pomegranate Seed Oil) for nourishing and revitalizing nails.

BEAUTY OIL
Nail & Cuticle
Soft and smooth cuticles and nails thanks to Botanical (Sunflower Seed, Grape Seed, Avocado, Sweet Almond, Olive) Oils & Vitamin E. This intensive oil repairs nail and cuticles through a unique combination of moisturizing and nourishing Botanical Oils such as Sunflower Seed Oil, Sweet Almond Oil, Grape Seed Oil, Avocado Oil, Olive Oil and with the power of Vitamin E.

BLACK DIAMOND
Hardener
Harder, stronger nails with black diamond particles. Double patented ingredients of micro diamond particles and hardening agent. Instantly reinforces thin, weak and fragile nails by building a hard protective and glossy shield.

SMOOTHING BASE Nail Foundation
This nail foundation contains minerals to fill in nail ridges and hide imperfections in an instant. Advanced formula including patented ingredients with Anti-oxidizing and hydrating Vitamins (B & C) and Stem Cell (Rose and Grape) complexes promote anti-oxidation and to help preventing premature ageing of nail keratin. It conceals the discoloration and yellowing of the nail and gives them a natural healthy finish look. Ensures smooth and long wear of the nail lacquer.

MATTE TOP COAT
Nail Lacquer
Matte Top coat changes regular nail lacquer to matte finish nail lacquer, it can be applied all styles on nail lacquer.

GEL LOOK TOP COAT
Superior Gloss & Plump
A special top coat that provides an exclusive “Gel Look” effect on your nail lacquer. Gives volume, superior gloss and long lasting effect on the nail lacquer. Easy application with wide brush.

QUICK DRY TOP COAT
A protective and glossy top coat that dries in 60 second and helps to resist chipping of nail lacquer. Contains UV filters shield manicure from fading and yellowing. Wait 1 minute after applying nail lacquer than apply.

QUICK DRYER SPRAY
Ensures that your nail lacquer dries in minutes while softening and moisturising your cuticles thanks to sweet almond oil and grape seed oil in the formula.
1. **Purifying Tonic**
Specially formulated to gently clarify and tone the skin while leaving it in a soft, smooth and purified condition. Removes excess impurities and make-up residue after cleansing. It contains a combination of moisturisers to make the skin feel hydrated instantly. Contains Witch Hazel Water which helps to tighten the appearance of pores. Enriched with Tsukubaki (Japonica Camelie) Oil and essential natural moisturising factor amino acids which are known to protect the skin barrier against external effects.

2. **Micellar Cleansing Water**
Micellar Cleansing Water is developed to cleanse and purify skin. It removes make-up for all skin types without rinsing, thanks to the magnetic action of micellar technology in the all-in-one cleanser. It leaves skin feeling smooth, refreshed and softly hydrated through the Japonica Camellia (Tsukubaki) Oil and hydracore concept sugar derivative and biosaccharide agents.

3. **Two Phase Make-Up Remover**
Eye & Lip Two Phase Make-Up Remover is designed to effectively and gently remove all eye and lip make-up even waterproof and long-lasting make-up, without leaving an oily feeling. It removes make-up without the need for rubbing, and the eyelids and eyelashes feel soft, smooth and supple through the moisturising agents.

4. **Purifying Cleansing Gel**
Face washing gel cleanses your face, removes make-up and leaves with soft and smooth feelings. Jojoba microbeads exfoliate dead skin surface and help to dissolve pore clogging oil, dirt and pollution. Grape seed extract is known as a natural antioxidant that helps to fight towards free radicals of environmental factors. Enriched with skin surface sebum controlling, Zinc PCA and skin smoothing, nourishing AAE & Vitamin spheres.
SUN LIGHT
EAU DE PARFUM
A rich fragrance combined with the impressive freshness of beautiful Mediterranean’s orange flowers to the symbol of elegance, tuberose and the serenity of mandarin to bergamot mixed to precious musk revealed by the sandalwood softness.

VIOLET MIST
EAU DE PARFUM
Sparkling bergamot and mandarin meet the freshness of ginger, fruits and make the enchanting first impression. Revealing delicate jasmine, pure white flowers and noble rose nuances embraced with stunning peach and anise at the heart. The base leaves a long lasting and seductive trail, while blending warm woody notes, magnificent amber, sweet vanilla and soft musk.

RED DOSE
EAU DE PARFUM
The fruity diffusion of sparkling blackcurrant and refreshing mandarin gives a deep and intense impression by combining up with sweet divina oil in the top notes of the fragrance. While the elegant combination of jasmine and rose with peach adds a silky touch to the fragrance in the heart, a woody blend of patchouli and vetiver with soft musky undertones smooths the base notes.

BLUE AZURE
EAU DE PARFUM
The lovely fruity compositions of passion fruit truly makes this fragrance desirable and attractive with a little touch of sweet whessiness. Passion fruit note mixed with a coctail of soft cassis, shiny grapefruit and powdery Musk, is this fragrance’s dominant feature. Combined with Floral scents, this fragrance jumps out and grabs you with its pear, pink pepper and amberwood.
**MAKE-UP ACCESSORIES**

**OVAL LINER Brush**
Oval style soft liner brush helps to create medium size lines for eyeliner applications on the upper and below lash lines. Its soft synthetic bristles help for smooth application.

**OVAL LIP & CONCEALER Brush**
Oval style lip and concealer brush, smoothly shades and blends liquid or cream concealers for perfect application on small areas, its edge helps for precise application of lip products, soft synthetic bristles help for smooth application.

**OVAL HIGHLIGHTER, CONCEALER & CONTOUR Brush**
Oval style highlighter, concealer and contour brush; perfect to shade and blend concealers and highlighters. Great for wide area applications of highlighter and contours to define facial features. Its soft synthetic bristles help for smooth application.

**OVAL POWDER & BRONZER Brush**
Oval style powder and bronzer brush; perfect to apply powders and bronzers on your face, cheeks and neck. Its silky soft bristles help to blend the product easily.

**OVAL FOUNDATION, BLUSHER & CONTOUR Brush**
Oval style foundation, contour and blusher brush; perfect to apply foundations, contours and blushers on your face, cheeks and neck to define facial features. Its soft synthetic bristles help for smooth application.
**RETRACTABLE POWDER Brush**
Silky soft synthetic bristles for applying all types of powders for face and body in retractable packing.

**CONTOUR KABUKI Brush**
Specially designed S shape sculpting and shaping contour kabuki brush to apply, shade, contour and blend liquid, creamy and powdery face products seamlessly with few strokes. Perfectly fits to your facial grooves and corners of your face. Ideal for flawless natural finish.

**PERFECT CONTOUR Brush**
Specially designed flat kabuki brush creates perfect contour, highlights features of the face and gives your make up excellent finish.

**CONTOUR Brush**
This is ideal exclusive brush that is ideal for highlighter and contour. Can also be used as a blending brush.

**EYE BROW Brush**
Double sided eyebrow brush; angled precise tip makes it easy to define and fill in brows, spoolie brush side perfectly grooms the brows.

**BLENDING Brush**
High quality blending brush sheer application and blending of eyeshadow.

**FOUNDATION Brush**
A flat face brush that provides even application of all type of foundations with smooth and natural looking finish.

**POWDER Brush**
Synthetic bristles for applying all type of powders for face and body.

**FAN Brush**
Flat fan-shaped brush for featherweight application of bronzing powder or highlighter and for removal of excess products after make-up.

**ROUND FACE Brush**
A flat topped circular brush used for light applications for all liquid and creamy foundations and powders to create soft layers.

**ANGLE BLUSHER Brush**
High quality synthetic bristles angle brush for defining cheeks with blusher.

**HIGHLIGHTER Brush**
Tapered special brush for highlighting or contouring the face and can also be used as a blending brush.
MAKE-UP Brush Kit
Brush Kit includes six different and commonly used make-up brushes in a handy bag. Helps to store your make-up brushes clean. Includes:
- Powder Brush
- Concealer Brush
- Foundation Brush
- Brow & Lash Brush and Comb
- Dual-Ended Eyeshadow Brush
- Blusher Brush

EYELASH Curler
A gentle eyelash curler that delivers dramatic lasting curl to your lashes. It provides a fast, deep and lasting curl without creasing or tugging lashes.

BRUSH Cleanser
Brush Cleanser works to remove dirt and make-up residue from both synthetic and natural brushes. It cleanses, purifies and protects your make-up brushes. This unique brush cleanser dissolves all makeup residues and helps to keep your brushes last longer for extended use.

DOUBLE ENDED EYESHADOW Brush
Double ended eyeshadow brush, one side is high quality pony hair, other side is sponge.

RETRACTABLE LIP Brush
Lip brush in practical packing for applying your lipsticks and lipglosses.

CONCEALER Brush
This flat brush, perfect for applying concealers and cream eyeshadows smoothly and evenly on wide areas and hard to reach areas.

DUAL-ENDED EYESHADOW Brush
Two sided brush is perfect for applying eyeshadows. Wide side is for applying and blending the color on the lid, small side is for shading the lid and under lower lashes.
WEDGE Sponge Set
This 6 pc disposable latex wedge sponge is shaped to provide easy application of the face make-up products to all parts of your face.

BLENDING Sponge
New designed blending sponge helps blending make-up products, gives a flawless, professional finish to your skin. Can be used for the application of foundations, concealers, blushes and bronzers; it has a flat edge for blending foundations and pointed end for blending concealers easily.

SILICONE Make-Up Sponge
New generation silicone sponge designed to apply liquid and cream make-up products easily without absorbing any product into the sponge. Take a little product and go in circular motions, tap repeatedly to blend and settle. After using, wash with mild soap and rinse with warm water, pat dry and store.

FOUNDATION Sponge with Handle
Foundation sponge with handle makes it easy to apply liquid or cream foundation and cream blushers. Angled edge allows for precise blending. Use wet or dry. Wash with soap and warm water after use and let it dry.

FALSE Eyelashes
False Eyelashes creates a dramatic look on the eyes with many alternatives. Made of 100% human hair.

KNOT-FREE DOUBLE INDIVIDUAL Eyelashes
Knot-Free Double Individual Eyelashes are suitable for all types of eyes, create a volume effect with 180 more hair and a very natural look with the new knot-free technology for your eyes. Easy to apply and lasts for weeks.

EYELASH Adhesive
Eyelash Adhesive holds your false eyelashes securely in place, safe to use with waterproof and hypoallergenic formula.

PENCIL Sharpener
Sharpen regular and jumbo pencils easily and without breaking.
GREY HAIR Touch-Up Stick
- No water needed.
- Extends a period between hair colorings.

MAKE-UP Fixing Spray
Make-Up Fixing Spray keeps your make-up staying great all day long with its lightweight and non-sticky formula. Dries quickly to an invisible finish and sets your make-up in place without drying the skin.

COTTON PADS
Cotton Pads specifically designed for cosmetic use that are soft, gentle and waterjet. That is made from 100% Pure Cotton.

MAKE-UP Remover Wipes
Specially formulated product for removing the face and eye make-up while hydrating and softening the skin. Enriched with micelles which effectively cleanse and purify skin. It nourishes your skin with Vitamin E, Vitamin B5 (Panthenol) and Lotus Flower for soft and fresh skin. This gentle formula deeply cleans eye and face make-up and refreshes the skin without drying thanks to its alcohol-free formula. Suitable for all types of skin.